
Instabug Raises $46M Series B Led by Insight Partners to Build the First Mobile
Observability and Performance Monitoring Platform

San Francisco - May 17, 2022 - Instabug, the leading mobile monitoring, crash and bug
reporting solution for mobile teams, today announced $46 million in Series B funding led by
global software investor Insight Partners with participation from existing investor Accel, as well
as new investors Forgepoint Capital and Endeavor. The capital raise follows record growth in
2021, in which Instabug reached more than 2.7 billion mobile devices, processed 110 billion
mobile sessions and 4.2 billion issues, and drove a substantial increase in year-over-year
bookings adding enterprise leaders like DoorDash, Verizon, IHG, ABInveb, Porsche, Qualtrics,
Gojek and more to its customer base.

Instabug’s widely adopted bug, crash reporting, and performance monitoring solutions are
essential for mobile developers and organizations which place a high value on understanding
the performance of their mobile apps and the user experiences they deliver. With the new
funding, Instabug will continue to aggressively execute on its mission of serving engineering
teams with performance metrics and issue visibility, and product teams with customer insights
and direct user feedback. By adding to its existing proactive issue detection, advanced
debugging and alert management capabilities, Instabug is building the first mobile observability
and performance monitoring platform.

“Mobile applications and our interactions with them have been evolving for almost 15 years, but
only in the past few have these interactions become the primary way we interface with brands
and services all around us,” said Omar Gabr, CEO and co-founder of Instabug. “Leaders in
industries spanning banking, transportation, retail, and education have realized mobile
applications are the primary way customers will experience their brands and products. This new
capital will help us develop more strategic partnerships with these enterprises as they increase
investment in a mobile-first approach to customer engagement.”

“Today’s digital brands and services are increasingly demanding purpose-built mobile solutions
that improve their products and experiences,” said Ganesh Bell, Managing Director at Insight
Partners. “Instabug is strongly positioned to lead the nascent mobile app observability and
monitoring space because the company has treated mobile as a first-class citizen since day
one, and its leadership has a deep understanding of the needs faced by mobile-focused/mobile
first organizations and developers.”
“We are now at the point where mobile developers and teams can’t rely on server-side
performance monitoring alone to understand and improve their app experience,” said Moataz
Soliman, CTO and co-founder of Instabug. “Mobile developers have not had access to the level
of observability, performance or user-level insights that web developers have historically had
when developing and improving web-based applications. We strive to give mobile teams the
visibility they have been missing and are furthering our efforts to become the standard for client
side performance monitoring and management, relied on by developers and leading digital



enterprises alike.”

About Instabug
Instabug is the leading mobile monitoring, crash and bug reporting solution for mobile teams.
Founded in Egypt and headquartered in San Francisco, Instabug was launched in 2016 to help
developers better understand the performance of their mobile applications and its impact on
user experience. The company’s robust platform scales with any sized business, allowing indie
developers and enterprises alike to seamlessly monitor, alert, prioritize and debug during critical
phases of the application life cycle. Instabug empowers mobile teams of all sizes with a unified
mobile observability platform that provides them with both overall performance insights and
granular information on the issues experienced by their users.

About Insight Partners
Insight Partners is a global software investor partnering with high-growth technology, software,
and Internet startup and ScaleUp companies that are driving transformative change in their
industries. As of February 24, 2022, the closing of the firm's recent fundraise, Fund XII, brings
Insight Partners' regulatory assets under management to over $90B. Insight Partners has
invested in more than 600 companies worldwide and has seen over 55 portfolio companies
achieve an IPO. Insight's mission is to find, fund, and work successfully with visionary
executives, providing them with practical, hands-on software expertise to foster long-term
success. Insight Partners meets great software leaders where they are in their growth journey,
from their first investment to IPO.
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